When I Go To

TELLUS SCIENCE MUSEUM
I will be going to

Tellus Science Museum
Follow the sidewalk.

It is a LONG sidewalk.
There are rocks.

There is a solar circle.
We can see observatory and the solar house another day.
I have to wait in lines. I stay with my adult.
There is a locker room.

Lockers can hold bags.
There is the Great Hall.
There is a HUGE dinosaur!

Her nickname is Patty.
The museum can be loud.

Use a quiet voice.
There are many people.
You must walk.
Walking is safe.
Keep hands and feet down.
This sign means I can touch.
Tellus uses railings and signs. The railing means stop.
Tellus has many areas.

Each area tells a story.
Collins Family
My Big Backyard Gallery
Gem Panning and Fossil Dig are fun areas.
Gem Panning is fun.

It is loud.

A pump runs the water.

Dryers dry your hands.

Keep all your gems.
Fossil Dig is fun, too.

There is pretend sand.

You will find many fossils.

Pick one fossil to keep.
There is a planetarium.
A movie plays up high. The lights are off. There are loud noises.
The Café has food!
The store has things to touch and buy.
Time to go. Get our back. Walk down to our car.
6 Rules
to have a T rex - ellation day at Tellus!

1) Stay with my adult.
2) Listen to my adult.
3) Follow directions.
4) Walking feet only 
   (even when excited).
5) Inside voice only 
   (no matter what).
6) Have FUN!
I will have a good day at Tellus Science Museum.